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World

President Bush has ordered air
support sent to Saudi Arabia. The
order came in response to continued
defiance by Iraq of a United Nations
sanction. Sources in the Pentagon
stated that Sadam Hussein continues to playa shell game by shuffling biological and chemical
weapons around. He has refused to
allow a U.N. task force to inspect
several questionable areas.

the

Nation

Robert Gates, proposed head of
the Central Intelligence Agency,
testified that more should have been
done to make sure there was no
wrong doin~ in the Reagan administration s arms sales to Iran.
Senator Howard Metzenbaum. DOhio, grilled Gates about his involvement and accused Gates of a "see no
evil, hear no evil, speak no evil"
participation. -

•••

In Grand Rapids, Mich., a wealthy

landlord and accountant, Edward
Allen Westerhof, was sentenced to
spend 30 days living in one of his
abandoned inner-city buildings after
being found guilty of shutting off the
utilities of late-paying tenants.

the

State

Attorney General Winston Bryant
and Representative Bill Alexander
turned over evidence liIlkiIl2 the airport in Mena, Ark., to tFie IranContra scandal. Special prosecutor
Lawrence Walsh received the
voluminous files along with
statements of several witnesses.
The airport at Mena had been
under investigation for supposed
links to drug trafficking. Alexander
and Bryant stated that the evidence
was sufficient for a "prime facie"
case of illegal gun-running, moneylaundering and J>«!SSibly a cover-up
by federaf offiCIals.
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Lady Bisons roll, p. 11

Class officers elected; run-offs today
&

~

&& ~~
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Bison staff writer

Run-off voting will be today in the student
center. Four freshman offices and one
sophomore race have yet to be determined.
All other races had a candidate receiving a
majority of the votes cast.
Running for a class office may not seem
like an enormous event to many of Harding's
students; however, for a chosen few it is an
extremely important part of the 1991-92
school year.
As of last week, 45 students began the task
of filling out forms required for them to run
for an office. '!be students running must
fulfill three major steps in the process of
running for an office.
To begin preparation, one must fIrst fill
out an intent-to-file.
Secondly, one is required to petition 50
students for their support in the election.
These 50 students must also be in your
classification level.
Thirdly, the most important step is one's
actual campaign program. Visibility in the
student center is also important, to be seen
by your fellow students and let them know
who you are and what you stand for.
As you can see, the requirements are not
too strict for basic students to be able to
engage in the process. Only a 2.0 G.P.A. is
required.
Beginning Monday morning at 7: 00, 45 of
Harding's students began the first day of :1
vigorous three-day campaign. During the
time between Monday and Wednesday, the
candidates helped promote themselves by
placing signs of all shapes and sizes in one
of the most difficult advertising tasks ever
encountered: the task of selling oneself to
others. Creative slogaDs, as well as pictures,
appeared everywhere on display for all to

see.
'Ibese 45 students worked very hard for
themseM!s in hopes of gaining support from
their fellow students. Only a: few of the 45
candidates were rewarded for their efforts.

DO THE RIGHT THING. Students vote for their favorite candidates during SA elections
on Wednesday. Run-off elections will be held in the Student Center today.
Photo by Matthew Birch

Student Association Election Returns
President

*

Vice President

SecretaryTreasurer

Leanne Putnam

Paige Daniel
Julie Plemons

FRESHMAN

Christie Richart
Michael Brooks

SOPHOMORE

Roger Clayton

Nancy Palmer
Angie Baskett

JUNIOR

Terry Davis

Kim Gooch

SENIOR

David T. Bell

Carmelita Bandy

.1.
Benazir Bhutto, fOmler Prime
Minister of Pakistan, will speak next
Thursday evening as part of the
American Studieslnstitute schedule
for 1991-92. Her Excenen~ will be
making only limited stops in her
swing through America.
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top ten
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*

Andrea Shelley

Monica Kimbrell

• RUN-OFF

Women's
Representative

Men's
Representative

*

David Roberson
Scott Baine

*

Kimberly Moore *
Lisa Gilstrap
Denise Pierce
Meeka Brown
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~ODinions
I
Things that make you go hmmm ...
All of us should occasionally examine our lives and attempt to discover congruence and inconsistencies. While
we profess to be a rational society, numerous examples
could be used against us in a court of law to convince any
jury otherwise.
This was apparent as I traveled to Wal-Mart in search
of several necessary items that have been out of stock for
almost three weeks. Coincidentally, the largest Wal- Mart
distributor in the country sits less than a mile away.
Couldn't they just send some stockboy over during his
break? (Or even tell me where to find it.) One nice
saleslady told me that rafts and sun screen wouldn't
be available until next spring. This statement is the trickle
down result of a memo between two executives that
assumed Heber Springs and other lakes in the country
would shut down after Labor Day.
After that failure, I traveled to every grocery store in
town in search of Clearly Canadian sparkling water and
Ben & Jerry's gourmet ice cream. Two of life's greatest
pleasures yet unavailable anywhere in town. This is sure~y the result of some marketing executive who Laughed
when someone suggested that people might actually travel
for miles just to pay $3.00 fOr a pint of ice cream . Surely
at least one person lost his Job for suggesting that people
would be willing to pay $1.00 for a bottle of water.
Life is repeatedly filled with things that don't make
sense. Van Gogh starved trvin~ to sell a single painting;
and, after he died penniless, his paintings sell for millions
Is a Van Gogh worth $80 million or is it not even worth
purchasing as art patrons used to believe?
Many recording artists go hungry while Milli Vanilli,
Vanilla Ice and the New Kids On the Block laugh all the
way to the bank.
Collectors of sports cards can tell you that the first card
of an unproven rookie win sell at three to four times the
cards of established players. (A better question is w.here
this inflated value of sports cards comes from, since
manufacturers can always legally print more.)
Examples of irralional spending are abundant and observing it is certainly the easy part. Predicting it is' the
challenge. Those who can predict this pattern are the
~nefactors. Somewhere in the worJd, a v.ery rich man
rides in a yacht called the S.S. Clearly Canadian. 1b visit
Ben & Jerry you would have to catch them in their summer home in Tahiti. Strangely, it seems as if the road to
success is paved with ideas that don't make sense - just
lots of cents.
- csl
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Childhood memories provide good lessons

Appreciation for earthly desires diminishes;
appreciation for God's grace should grow
Do you remember those toys you used to beg your

parents to buy you? And once they finally broke down to
please you, or just to shut you up, you'd p1ay with them
religiously for a fu.w weeks, or days, and then forg~t they
ever existed? I thlnk we all have stories we oould tell about
such instances.
I have similar testimonials, but one in particular
really sticks o ut in my mind . _ .
Way back when J was in the fifth grade, the big rage
was riding mini-bikes. You remember them - little fourstroke Honda Z-50s and the like that Were just a little bit
dangerous and dirty. It seemed that everybody but me had
one and had adventure stories to tell about it.
Well, at first I never came out and asked for one. I knew
that would go over Like a brick with my folks, who expected me to be happy with my Schwinn, complete with
banana seat and bell. How else does a kid go about telling
his parents he wants something? He hints, and that's exactly how I went about informing my parents about how
much I needed and deserved a dirt bike.
I'd come home from school and slide in a story about
how so and so rode his motorcycle that weekend and how
such and such happened and how much he enjoyed doing
this and that. Of course, I'd have friends get brochures
for me to show my parents, too. I'd even leave drawings
and stuff around my room to further impress them about
how good they would feel about themselves if they bought
me a dirt bike.
Let me tell you, my parents saw through me like Udeans see through lame excuses. However, they let me continue with my silly game until I couldn't stand it anymore.
I finally approaohedmy dad (after careful mental preparation) and outright asked fur a Honda XR8O. Remember,
I was only in the fifth grade at the time. Dad was really
cool about telling me "no" and "maybe when you get
older." Little did be Jrnow that I would keep hinting for
another three years!
When I went into junior high school, I found ways to
ride other guys' motorcycles on weekends. It was through
these weekends that I found the bike of my dreams: a Honda XR200. I spent a lot of time with tht bike (and, consequently, with the bike's owJWr). I wanted ooe just like
it~ so I asked my folks if they thought I was "older" yet.
The infamous answer was always something like "We'll
see."
If I remember correctly, I was "older" the Christmas
of my freshman year in high school. We opened presents

Christmas day, ate a great meal and enjoyed our time
together. I had no expectations of anything extraordinary, so I wasn't disappointed when there wasn't a motorcycle under the Christmas tree.
When I awoke the next day and went to the kitchen to
eat breakfast, the fulfillment of years of dreams stared at
me from the other side of the kitchen window: my friend's
1982 Honda XR200, with helmet sitting on the seat.
Needless to say, I went crazy. I was the happiest guy alive
for weeks, maybe even months and years, afterward.
I rode that machine all the time, keeping it clean and
well-maintained. Finally I could tell some stories of my
own to everyone at school about how much I enjoyed doing this and that with my bike. Guess what happened,
though? People began getting interested in driver's licenses
and cars. I was always one step behind, or so it seemed.
Needless to say, I obtained my driver's license and took
whatever was available to drive around, which so happened
to be our £ann truck - an old, beat-up GMC Sierra Grande.
But do you know what? I appreciated that old truck. It
taught me I couldn't just ask for anything and get it easily. Plus, I could haul my motorcycle different places with
a truck!
Somewhere between my junior and senior years of high
school, I forgot all about that motorcycle. I was busy with
other things, like sports and dating. Sure, I'd see it sitting
in the comer of our garage and think about the good times
I had with it and how I should use it or sell it. Still,
so.mething always came up. 1 graduated and came to
Harding and it stayed behind. It .has now been about four
and a half years since rve ridden the one-time object of
my dreams.
There is an application to be made from this bittersweet
testimonial. Many of us experience a high when we are
first baptized into the Lord's body. We are on tire fur Him
for weeks, or maybe even months and years, but something
else comes along and, before we know it, we lose our edge.
We often lapse into trivial pursuits and put the Lord on
the back burner. What right do we as Christians have to
do such a thing? Where would we be if God had decided
to put us on hold? We should thank the Lord daily that
He understands our shortcomings and forgives our faults.
It's never too late to come back to the Lord. but it will
always be too early to leave Him.
By the way, I plan to fix up that dream bike soon and
ride it 'til it dies. I also plan to live my life in Christ until
I die. Isn't that the ultimate fulfillment of a dream?

-KLK

Bison Policy
The Bison is a campus newspaper written, edited, and
largely financed by students, seeking to meet the needs
of the campus. The Bison, being the sole weekly journalistic medium of Harding University, seeks to provide students, faculty administration, and alumni with
a subjective, well-rounded coverage of campus events
as well as local, state and national affairs of importance
to the student body.
The Bison is an educational tool for journalism and
communication students, providing practical experience
and the acquisition of hands-on skills that cannot be
learned in the classroom.
The Bison subscribes to no particular political or
social bias and recognizes the responsibility of accuracy,
fairness and objectivity. Being an organ of a Christian

university, we maintain a goal of upholding Christian
ideals and standards while retaining the earmarks of
nondiscriminate objectivity which characterizes journalistic excellence.
Existing primarily for the student populace, The
Bison acts as a forum for student perspective. The
Bison welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns.
Letters intended for publication should be signed and
should not exceed 300 words. Pseudonyms or unsigned
letters will not be considered, though an author's name
may be withheld from publication upon request. Submissions should be mailed to The Bison at campus box
1192 or brought to the offi-c e on the second floor of the
Student Center by 5 p.m_ Monday. The staff reserves
the right tQ edit contributions for space requirements.
Unsolicited manuscripts will not be returned.
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Democrat defends party, beliefs, liberalism
by Dana Deree
Bison guest editorialist

3

Ooinions
~

Politics is real. The laws that are made far away affect
me and the people I love. I learned this growing up. Like
everybody else, my life has molded my values about our
nation and our leaders.
Let me tell you about my mom and her oldest son. She
came to America on a ship when she was nine years old.
Her name was ''Amparro'' but none of the kids in her
school could pronounce it, so she took the only English
name that she knew, "Mary," from the Bible. It stuck and
she still goes by it. Her family was poor and she did not
have great skill with the English language so she dropped
out of high school at a young age and went to work at a
pickle factory.
She met a young Marine one day and soon they were
married and had three boys. I am the oldest. My father
went to Vietnam to fight the communists. He spent two
combat tours there. He received two purple hearts, one
for a wound from a grenade and another for getting shot
wth an AK47 assault rifle. He also got hooked on drugs
and alcohol and came back with psychological problems.
After several years of struggling, my mom and father
divorced in 1975.
He visited some for the first year but then disappeared
for years at a time. We have not seen him since Christmas,
1980. He never paid the child support that the court ordered
him to pay. That left my mom with no husband, no education, no job skills and three young boys. She did what she
could, working in factories and baby sitting. Unfortunately,
the work was not steady and eventually she wound up on
welfare and food stamps. That kept us alive and with a
home.
In the late seventies, President Jimmy Carter created a
job program that sought to take people like my mom and
give them a second chance. They paid her minimurn wage
to learn how to sodet electrical equipment and found her
a job at the local university. In 1981, Ronald Reagan came
into office and cut the program. My mom was out of work.
I remember a local church saying it could spare only ten
dollars to help. We went back on welfare to keep from
starving.
About that time, my grandma in Florida talked my mom
into selling the possessions that she had and taking us boys
on the Greyhound to Florida. The four of us lived with
my grandma and an uncle in a one bedroom trailer in the
bad part of town. Things went downhill from there.
My uncle got tired of having us around and having to
take my mom all over town to look for a job, so he said
we had to leave. For the next few months we missed school
because we were constantly moving from relative to
relative. About this time the Reagan administration revised
the rules about who could receive government aid. It was
decided that my mother did not qualify for welfare
anymore but that she could collect for her three sons. The

four of us lived on $242 dollars a month. Eventually, out
of desperation, my mom decided that she could not provide for us and called the Florida Department of Human
Servces. We were placed in foster care for the first time
in 1981, exactly two months after the first space shuttle
blasted off from the town where we lived.
After a while my mom got a job cleaning fish at Cape
Canaveral and we moved in with her again. Soon the company was not catching enough fish so they laid off my
mother. We lived with some relatives for a while. Then
we lived in the car. Later we lived in a tent and took
showers at a city park. It was not long before the Deree
brothers were wards of the state of Florida once again.
The state paid for my brothers and me to attend a place
called Christian Home and Bible School in Mt. Dora, Fla.
It was there that the three of us became Christians. It was
there that I learned about Harding.
One week after graduating from CH & BS, I shipped
off for Marine Corps boot camp at Parris Island, S.C. In
August 1987, I came to Harding as a freshman. The G.!.
Bill from the Veterans Administration, a federal guaranteed
student loan, the Pell Grant, the Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant, and working on campus with money
paid from the federal government have let me go to college at a Christian university that is anything but cheap.
Last year I had a chance to pay back my country for helping my family when we were down and out, by fighting
the Iraqis in Kuwait. Lord willing, I will graduate next
May and try to pay my country back some other way.
You now know more about me than a lot of people who
have known me for years. My memories are private and
painful and it is not often that I share them. However, I
am not ashamed of my past. In the end, I came out pretty
well and I hope to think I am a little better off for not having a perfect life. God blessed me with a mother who loves
me and with opportunities to make things better for my
kids.
If you know me, you know that I am a Democrat. I write
that with pride. I honestly feel that it is the Democrats
whose policies are best, not just for the poor, but for all
working Americans. I do not think that the government
is a bad thing. I love my country most of all because it
cares, or at least it used to care, about Americans first
and the rest of the world after that.
The best government is one that works hand in hand
with communities, churches and individuals. Welfare is acceptable in emergencies but the government should
primarily educate and train the jobless. I was ashamed to
be on welfare but it kept my family alive. I am not ashamed
of federal help for school because in the end I will be a
better person, and I will be able to work and pay taxes
and not be a burden to society. In my eyes that is a good
investment for the government.

Clarence Thomas considered
by Paul Pruett
Bison guest editoriali st

If you happened across C-Span this past week, you
caught a glimpse of a Liberal nightmare. You witnessed
Joe Biden, Teddy Kennedy, Howard Metzenbaum and their
Democratic cronies struggling to discredit a credible and
qualified Supreme Court nominee.
Clarence Thomas' sincerity and intellect have foiled and
revealed the Left's lobbyst-Ioving agenda. Touting a sanctimonious concern for abortion (nuspeak: privacy) rights,
affirmative action and any vote-boosting button issue, fuse
senators have laid bare the sores that plague the
Democratic Party - their increasing distance from the
moral sensibilities of Joe American.
Biden's outrage at Thomas' acknowledging the importance of Natural Law, which is the belief that there are
higher moral precepts and is the basis of our Constitution, shed light on how silly it is that Biden is judging the
Judge. Hence, repeated interrogations on what Thomas
said in which speed about what topic at whichever commencement it was back in '83 seem understandable.
Th add to the attempted "Bork-ing;' Newsweek's recent
profile of Thomas hopes to point out the contradictory
nature of his personality. Case in point: Thomas opts to
cheer for the Dallas Cowboys, the "hometown"
Washington Redskins' arcb-rival ("just to be contrary;"
decides the writer) . Let him go no further.
The truth is: certain Judiciary Committee members and
controversy-crazed journalists are left 10 nit-pick because
they have before them a man who offers nothing to sensationalize. rrbomas possesses a keen sense oftbe law, a deep
u~derstanding of the Constitution and bright ideas 10 improve the social conditions his nemeses are so "concerned" about. He does not attempt ·to judge a case whose factS
he has not heard, which he has constantly been asked to
do (How will you rule on abor-urn, privacy cases?).
Conservative or not, his greatest quality has been his
thoughtfulness. Iahis lifetime, he has considered ideas
developed opinions, changed his views and may continue
10 change. Thus, obscure references in ancient speecbes
are not entirely relevant. His contempt for existing
affirmative-action programs is becau.s e he has seen their
ineptitude.
The original role of a judge is to absorb evidence
presented, thoughtfully weigh it and render his decision.
Under Thurgood Marshall's court, judicial activism took
the lead and judges ruled fiat. These self-proclaimed
legislators enacted untouchable legal precedents without
party on voter censure. Perhaps if Biden and the "boys"
are counter-Borked and Thomas is confirmed, judges can
return to their appointed jobs.
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Lily pool devotionals help In
bringing students together

SA, ICC, JOY, VISA, the Crew
and University Hosts ready to serve

by Michael Johnson

by Andrea Winget

Bison staff writer

Bison staff writer

The lily pool devotionals are a ministry at
Harding for students to hear more about
God, and what He has done in different
students' lives.
The devotionals are directed this year by
Kevin Keech. He is responsible for the
speakers who present the discussions at the
devotionals. Each speaker chooses his own
subject and anecdotes to show how God. has
touched his life. The speaker also selects
other students to help in the devotionals by
assisting with prayer and song leading.
Keech hopes that students get something
from the stUdent-led devotionals. "Since it
is an all-school devotional, I feel that it can
break some club barriers to let students get
to know other students from different clubs,"
Keech said. "The devotionals are a time for
students to relax from studying and to sing
and worship God and to draw closer to Him."
Lily pool devotionals occur every Thursday night at 9:30 on the front lawn near the
lily pool, but if bad weather occurs it is held
in the Little Theater in the Administration
building.
Keech encourages every student to come
and join in the chance to meet new people,
to enjoy the fellowship and to learn how God.
has worked in students' lives here at
Harding.
Wade Osburn, co-chairperson of the Student Life Committee, said, "I like to see the
student leaders participate in the program.
When other students see them participating
in the program they get interested."
Other spiritual programs sponsored by the
Spiritual Life Committee are Friendship

Happenings
~

KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN.
"Awakenings" will be showing
at 7 and 9: 30 tonight in the Benson. Robin
Williams and Robert DeNiro are featured
in this flick.

~

THE HUNT IS ON ... AGAIN.
I~
"Hunt for Red October" will
be shown Saturday, Sept. 21, in the
Benson.

tnmJ

SPIKE IT! Tonight the Lady
Bisons will begin playing in the
Graceland College Invitational in
Lamoni, Iowa.

rtTIrul

STAMPEDE WITH THE
BISONS. The Bison football
team travels to play Iowa Wesleyan
Saturday. Game time is 7 p.m.

~

EXCELLENCY TO VISIT
HARDING. The American
Studies program will feature Her Excellency Benazir Bhutto, former Prime
Minister of Pakistan. The program will
be Thursday, Sept. 26, at 7: 30 p.m. in the
Benson.

II!llil

WILD AT HEART? "Wild
Hearts Can't Be Broken" will
be shown Friday, Sept. 'n, at 7 and 9:30
p.m. in the Benson Auditorium.

fim)

BACK THE BISONS. Harding's
football team hosts Southeast
Oklahoma at Alumni Field, Saturday,
Sept. 28 at 7 p.m.
d

HAVE YOU HEARD. Kevin Keech and
Wade Osburn review the Lily Pool devotional
schedule for this fall. The devos are held
every Thursday night at 9:30.
Photo by Matthew Birch

Week and Sisters at Seven. Friendship WeeL
will be held the week of pledge week. Every
day of the week the chapel programs will be
presented by student speakers and will include performances by the Conquerors. '!'beprograms of that week will center around
the theme of love and bumbling of oneself.
"Sisters at Seven" is a program started
by Spiritual Life Committee co-chairperson
Pamela Martindale. It is for freshmen
women to get out and meet people and hear
the women leaders speak on different subjects. "The devotionals are to help the
freshmen decide which road they will choose
in. their daily walk," Martindale said. The
group meets every Tuesday morning at
seven in Cathcart lobby.

gOCLoQ CQubg
SEE US FOR ALL
YOUR PRINTING NEEDS
• Bids
• Invitations
• Ribbons
• Cards
• Programs

CBIr.[deg tJ0 CBe

Numerous service organizations at
Harding vie for attention from members
of the student body. These organizations
include the Student Association, University Hosts, ICC, JOY, VISA and the Crew.
The Student Association (SA) is active
in leading the student body in a wide
range of activities from bringing entertainment to campus to helping students
grow spiritually with the Spiritual Life
Committee. The SA is actively involved
in everyday life at Harding. The SA is
under the leadership of Steve Martin,
president; Monica Chapman, vice president; Chris Gonzales, secretary; and
Thm Ed Simmons, treasurer. Dr. Jerome
Barnes sponsors the group. Members
also include representatives from each
class.
Another group on campus which
serves Harding is University Hosts. In
the past, the group carried the name
FACT - Future Alumni Communications
'learn - but this year, under the direction of Dr. Jimmy Carr and the Alumni
office, the name has been changed. Activities in which this group participates
include Parents Weekend, Homecoming,
Elderhostel and Lectureship. During
special occasions on campus, one can
recognize this group of students by their
gold blazers.
The Interclub Council, or ICC, is
another organization on campus which
serves the student body. The ICC, under
the direction of Dean Butch Gardner,

works as the liaison between the social
clubs and Harding's administration.
Membership consists of two representatives from each social club. An executive council, chosen from the
membersbip at large, conducts the ICC
meetings and makes decisions for the
ICC.
JOY is another one of Harding's service organizations. The motto of JOY is
"Jesus first, Others second and Yourself
last." Members are divided into various
committees to better serve the student
body and the Searcy community.
VISA - Volunteers In Support of Admissions - is a group of volunteers who
help recruit prospective students to Harding. Under the guidance of Mark Moore
and the Admissions Office, VISA makes
telephone calls, writes letters and gives
campus tours. They are very active during High School Days and Spring Sing.
VISA is comprised of about 50 Harding
students.
The Crew is an organization on campus consisting of people who give of their
time to those in and around the community who need a helping hand The
group is known for giving up Saturday
mornings to mow lawns, clean windows
or make small repairs.
Harding students are encouraged
through chapel announcements, posters
and campus mail to become involved. in
serving fellow students and members of
the community through participation in
these organizations.

Send The Bison
home
Call extension 4330 for details
When we fill your prescription all you
have to say is
"Bill it to my dad,ll
l

at

MedicfJl Center
Pharma~y
Located in Searcy Medical Center.

SEE US FOR YOUR
•
•
•
•
•

Invitations
Announcements
Napkins
Bridal Books
Accessories

, 0% Discount on Wedding Orders
with Harding I.D.

HARDING PRESS
300 S. Remington, Searcy, AR 72143
Phone 279-4341

Boyce H. ArneHe, PD
Class of '66

268-3311
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Benson, a role Inodel of Christian detertnination
by Paul Pruett & Roger Clayton
Bison special assignment reporters

THE MAN BEHIND THE UNIVERSITY. Dr. George S. Benson, second president of Harding
University, stands n"'ext to his bronze sculpture. Dr. Benson will be 93 years old this month .

Welcome Back Students!
2707 E. Race, Searcy
268-4937

UISE $500 ••• $1000 ... $1500

Wet Feet?

FOOLPROOF
FUNDIAISING

SPORTOTM duck shoes are the answer.

I
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Kennebunk

Men
Kennebunk - $39.95
Bar Harbor - $36.95
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As the small lad rode astride the
barebacked horse, he noticed ahead an
unusual disturbance in the train of cattle he
was driving across the homestead. It
seemed as though something was forcing the
animals to stray, so the boy decided to investigate the problem. What he found was
a large rattlesnake coiled and ready to
strike. He quickly leaped off his horse and
approached the snake with only a piece of
the horse's bridle in his hand. Wasting no
time, he struck and killed his slithery
obstacle.
This young Indiana Jones is none other
than Dr. George Stuart Benson, president of
Harding College from 1936 to 1965. But
there's much more to him than snake-killing
and large auditoriums. Fellow students
described him in the fIrst edition of the Petit
Jean, in 1924, as such, "Mr. Benson has
brown, piercing eyes that stare from
beneath those lowered arches. He has a
copious supply of smiles and at times outbursts of laughter that reveal his joy in seeing others suffer from the humiliation of a
joke. He responds with zeal and loyalty to
every undertaking in school."
His accomplishments speak with a loud
and clear voice. Upon his completion of missions in communist China, he returned to his
alma mater of Harding College in the role
of president. The year was 1936 and the spirit
of the times in the U.S. was not exactly one
of optimism and elation. When Dr. Benson
arrived on campus, he was faced with a debt
of $69,000. Upon finding this, he proceeded
to travel the country in search of willing
donors interested in helping alleviate this
great burden. As he had earlier committed
to, he erased the debt in three years. He went
on to raise over $30 million and send Harding
towards what it is today.
His true success, however, can in no way
be measured by a list of achievements that
would surely fill every available space in
this newspaper. To see the impact he has
made on the people around him is to truly
see him. Dr. Clifton Ganus, Jr. said that Dr.
Benson's success can largely be attributed
to his extraordinary vision. "His remarkable
success has centered around a forming of
lofty goals and rmding a means by which he
could attain them. It was not an overwhelming gift of genius or luck that propelled him
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fARN UP ro $10/HR.
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DR. BENSON. "Perhaps the most prolific
center of aggressive anti-communist propaganda in the United States."
to honors that placed him in the company
of historic figures such as Ronald Reagan,
Dwight D. Eisenhower, Herbert Hoover and
Bob Hope to name a few. He is truly a man
of greatness who, with persistence and a
steely determination, has conquered much
and paved a path for thousands of young
people to travel."
Dr. Burks talked about Dr. Benson's determination and drive to achieve great things.
He described seeing Dr. Benson literally run
across campus on a regular basis to get to
places like chapel and his office. This well
illustrates Dr. Benson's intense desire to accomplish as much as he can in the time he
is given. One of his favorite quotes that has
hung in his office states, "I expect to pass
through this world but once. Any good
therefore that I can do, or any kindness that
I can show to any fellow creature let me do
it now for I 'sball Dot pass this way again."
The students of Harding need to realize
that he has gone from being one of them to
a life of greatness. He bas gone from being
a student at Harding to being a figure who
was once described by the New York Times
as "... perhaps the most prolific center of
aggressive anti-communist propaganda in
the United States." Excerpts from his
testimony before Congress were published
across the cowrtry.
By means of radio stations and
newspapers across the country, Dr. Benson
spread the message of American freedom
and democracy while voicing his staunch
views against commlmism. His impact for
Christ cannot be told. He personally played
a major role in missions from Africa to
China. His strengthening of Harding has
done wonders for the cause of Christ.
Even though his life bas allowed him to see
much of the world, Dr. Benson bas always
returned to Iiardiq because be so firmly
believes that it can do for othersWhatit did
for him. He is a man to be respected, admired and emulated. H the students of
Harding are looking for a role model of
determination and Christian perseverance,
they need look no further than Dr. Benson.
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Social clubs, children's theatre provi
Social clubs mix and mingle
by 'an Bonds
Bi!1OO mff IYrilet

I KNOW WHAT YOU MEAN. A Kappa Sigs member talks to a new student about his social
club during their mixer. The various club mixers left freshmen and transfers busy almost
Photo by Drew Rouhana
every night.

It's amazing what people will do for attention these days. This is especially true if
you've walked into the dorms or the student
center recently and taken a look at all the
signs and posters banging from the walls
and ceilings. In fact, "overwhelming," as
one student put it, might be a better word
to describe all this.
All of these signs and posters have been
used to promote various clubs and to announce the times and themes of their mixers. By now, everyone has probably figured
out that a "mixer" is no longer just
something you make a cake with, and a
"pledge" is no longer used just to dust
furniture.
Recently, several freshmen and transfers
offered their opinions about the club mixers
they had attended.
When asked what impressed her the most
about the mixers, Julie Anderson, a
freshman from Parker, Colo., stated, "The
members were eager to meet me and get to
know me." When asked what the worst thing
was about going to mixers, she said, "They
were very compacted. There's one after
another, and there's no time for anything
else. You know you'll have to miss some of
them."
Sheila Christian, a freshman from Buffalo,
Mo., had an interesting experience at a club
mixer she attended. One thing that impressed her was, "Everyone was either married or engaged to the beaux! One beau even
told us he was going home to get married,
and everyone introduced themselves as
'seriously dating' or already engaj!ed."

Christian managed to see the humor in this
situation, however. Another thing that impressed her was the devotional. She thought
that was a very good idea and a very positive
characteristic of mixers.
Tom Fisher, a freshman from Clinton,
Ark., was also impressed by the devotional
at a mixer he attended. "The devotional was
excellent. I didn't expect that at a mixer."
Fisher said, "The worst thing about going
to mixers was trying to decide who to talk
to next. Everywhere I looked there were little groups standing around talking, and I
didn't want to invade." When asked what it
was like to meet so many new people at one
time, Fisher said, "Half the names didn't
stick in my mind. I saw the people on campus and I couldn't remember their names."
Devotionals at club mixers have obviously been a strong point and a great influence
on student's lives. Chris Carter, a sophomore
from Flint, Mich., also said the devo was
what impressed him the most. He stated,
"The devotional was sincere. It wasn't just
something they were trying to get through.
It was the main point." As far as meeting
so many new people at one time, Carter said,
"It was confusing but everyone seemed genuinely friendly. They all Cared. and seemed
curious as to who I was and what I was
about."
Emily Mitchusson, a freshman from
Jackson, Tenn., said the worst thing about
mixers was, "I felt like I had to try and impress all those people at the same time.
Meeting a lot of new people at once was very
stressful." Stephanie Hutson, a freshman
from Pineville, La., said the worst thing
about mixers was, "I had to introduce
myself a million times!"

News
but •
_by Carolyn H
BlSOI! blaff wrirer

For many
monthsofSe
-mixers, visitl
pledging acti
through what
faculty and s
courage them
keep them'
Dean Butch
eil, plays an .

HOW FUNNY. Shelly Brazell, a Zeta Rho member, shares a joke with two new students
durinR a mixer. Mixers helped new students Ret to know club members better.
Photo by Holly Robertson

I REMEMBER WHEN. Alan Nesbitt, a Theta Tau member, enlightens two eager students
ahout his club's sports capabilities. Mixers allowed the new students to know club members
on a personal basis.
Photo by Drew Rouhana

WHATA' CROWD. Ju Go Ju members and their visitors listen intently to a devotional thought. One goal of mixers is

...
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Countdown to Pledge Week:
September 20
I,

- Preference sheets available
23
- Preference sheets due
25-28 - First choice mixers

~

October

3
6
7
8-11

-

Club voting
Bids delivered
Acceptance meetings
Pledge Week

New students eager to be part of club activities,
but still confused, leery about pledging process
_by Carolyn Holmes
Bison staff writer

For many Harding freshmen and transfers, the
months of Se{ltember and October will be filled with
-mixers, visiting, preference sheets and of course,
pledging activities. In order to assist these students
through what may be a difficu1t and confusing period.
faculty and staff members take severa1 steps to encourage them academically and emotionally and to
keep themlnformed.
.Dean Butch Gardner; spoosor of the Interclub C0uncil, plays an instrumental part.in the coordination of

goal of mixers is to shaw the spiritual aspect of the club.
Ph_ by HoDy Robertson

pledge week and its surrounding activities. "There's
been a lot of dialogue OD bow to keep freshmen and
transfers informed about pledge week," beexpJained.
" We try to educate students both verbally and in

writing."
According to Gardner, the principal source of information is the social club handbook. Included in the
handbook is a list of important dates, such as when
non-conflicting mixers take place and wben
preference sheets are due. ExampJes of pJedge week
activities are listed, as well as ruJes and guidelines
to inform pledges about acceptable behaviol' for
pledge masters and mistresses, st.ressi.ng that pledges
are not required to suffer physical or mental abuse
.in the interest of gaining club acceptance. The 1991-92
club handbooks will be distributed in the dorms or
through campus mail before Monday, Sept. 23. "The
biggest problem we have is getting students to sit
down and read this," Gardner noted.
The biggest decision la~g freshmen is the selection of their first choice. Since many clubs onJy consider freshmen who place them first, the decision
quicldy complicates.
Many students fail to carefully choose their second
and subsequent choices which can lead to
undesirable results. Care should be taken on all
choices.
Another way the staff intends to keep students informed is through frequent wing meetings regarding
pledging activities. In addition t.o distributing .lnCormati on, mident assistants provide first-band information about pledging and answer individual
questions.
Each year, on the Sunday prior to pledge week,
several staff members impart words of encouragement to those who have accepted bids. This year's
devotional will take place on Oct. 6, and pledging activities will begin two days lata Some of these
speakers include Dean Gardner, Dr: NealePryor and
.President David Burks. The messges range from
keeping up with studies and taking the pressures of
pledge week in stride to being an asset to a club,
whether or no~ it was the first choice. Most importantl;y, the speakers ask everyone involved to caJ1 on God
fol' assistance and strength.
Realizing the stress caused by pledge week, some
teachers attempt tollghten the assignment load a bit.
Overall, faculty members are very sympathetic to the
students' struggles.
In Dean.Gardner's estimation, the present system
for informing and encouraging students is quite successful. " We educate students the best way we know
how," Dean Gardner explained. l'The current practices seem to be working weD."

YEA-RAH, PIPERS! Pied Piper members and their sponsor, Dottie Frye, showing that adults
can have ftm too. The group has planned a busy tour schedule this fa ll.
Photo by David Hickman

Improvisational troupe gets ready to
teach and learn through entertainment
by Ashley Cosby
Bison staff writer

Imagine. Stretch the perimeters of your
mind as far as possible. Now, pretend you're
sjtting in a toy store. What toy would you be?
Woula you sit? Stand? 'l3.lk? Walk?
The members of the Pied Pipers,
Harding's improvisational children's theater
troupe, will enjoy countless imagination exercises like this in practices and perfor·
mances throughout the year.
This lear's group, under the direction of
Dottie Frye, is made up of Charles Adams,
Sue cash, Michelle Evins, Stacy Harris.
Jim lAlyton, Amy Mitchusson, Malinda
Moses, Donald Sandlin, Angie Treat and
Jennifer Wood.
During their shows, the Pipers perform
folk tales, fairy tales and contemporary
children's stories withoul the aid of outside
props or costumes. If the story calls for a
tree - poof! - one of the Pipers becomes
a tree. Often, Pipers encourage the children
in the audience to join the action. Using interactive stories and rhythm sections that
many times focus on numbers and colors,
Pipers can enhance a child's learning experience as weH as exercise their
imaginations.
Over the past three years, the Pipers bave
performed in White County, surrounding
communities and nearby states. Inaddition
to Homecoming and Christmas. perfor-

mances on campus this semester, the group
plans to visit smaller schools outside of
White Cunty. Next semester, the Pipers will
perform at White County schools and also
take an extended tour to northeast Arkansas and Missouri. Their final tour in May
will include shows in Tennessee, North
Carolina, Virginia, Washington, D.C., and
Baltimore, Md., all home states of former
Pipers.
Hoping to begin an annual tradition, Frye
is coordinating a first-ever "Piper Fest." She
has invited all existing Piper troupes to
come to Harding the first weekend in
November for a few days of "sharing, working and playing." This list includes FreedHardeman University, Ohio Valley College,
Michigan Christian College and Faulkner
University. The various groups will interact,
learn new songs and stories, exchange useful
information and Ideas, and, as Frye said,
"share the love of Christ and the love
children."
Pipers work together to entertain, but
there is also a deeper motive {or what they
do. As Frye said, one of the greatest benefits
of being a Piper is seeing the correlation
between the unconditional love and trust of
a child and that of GOO. "1 ask myself 'Am
I worthy of that Jove and trust? ' I'm always
GOO's child. The love that I can show for a
child doesn't even compare to the love that
God shows for us. It's a joy but it's also a
responsibility."

or
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HU experiences face-lift,
thanks to Mabee Challenge
by Sherry R. Bryant
Bison staff writer

ANOTHER WALL? Harding Laundromat shows off its "new look." Further renovations
are planned for the campus this year.
Photo by David Hickman

PILLARS OF STRENGTH. The Administration building is under renovation. The auditorium
and lobby were completed this summer. Renovations on the second and third floors are planned
later this year.
Photo by David Hickman
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Having a .difficult time recognizing the
campus? There's a reason ... Harding is
getting a face-lift.
On the surface, the$e modifications include a new roof and paint job for the laundromat and th,e old swimming pool on the
south side of the campus, a wall and chain
link fence for the boiler room and physical
plant, and two newly-paved parkimt lots by
the intramural field and Keller Hall. These
are, accordin~ to Dr. David Burks, " minor
expenditures' to improve the appearance of
Park Avenue and to better secure the
pbysical plant and boiler room.
"So many people come to the campus by
way of Park Avenue and that's their first
view of the campUS," said Dr. Burks.
Therefore, these alterations were designed
to cover up some of the less desirable
aspects of the south side of the campus.
That's not all, though. The Bison Boosters,
an organization which raises money for the
benefit of Harding, has funded the expansion
of the weight room, concession stand and
bleachers for the athletic center.
On a larger scale, Harding has been
challenged by the Mabee Foundation in a
program called ' 'BeyondExcell~ce'' to raise
$6 millioningifts and pledges for the renovation of buildings on campus by 1992. ~ four
dormitol"Y renovations (Armstrong,
Cathcart, Grad and Keodall) were completed last year. The ·Administration building
still has two floors to be restored, but the
auditorium is basically finished.

As was announced in chapel recently, the
Student Center will receive a make-over
beginning in November or December. The
renovation of the American Studies building
dUring the summer of 1992 will complete the
program. "If things go weU,n Dt Burks said,
"we will finish all of this remodeling/addition period by August 1992."
The money to meet this challenge and
every construction project is donated bype0ple who are interested in Harding. "It is important to know," Dr. Burks said, "that nODe
of this project is paid for from tuition
dollars." In addition, the school relies on
gifts for more than $2 million for operational
expenses. Dr. Burks said, " If it were not for
generous people who are able to make gifts.
then obviOU$Iy we would either not have the
facilities and programs we have or we would
have to charge a much higher tuition."
One other venture, not included in the
Mabee Challenge, is the renovation of the
third floor of the Olen Hendrix building. Dr.
John Simmons has donated ·the money, in
memory of his mothet; to construct a multipurpose media lab which will facilitate the
nursing department. This enterprise is
rapidly rounding the corner of completion.
Much of the construction work, such as
carpentry, painting and installation, is done
by the on-campus physical plant staff and
subcontractors. lArger projects are taken
cal"e of by a generaf contractoe
By this time next year, Harding hopes to
have a brand new look and f7.5 million from
the Mabee Foundation challenge to pay for
it.
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Pride program stresses
recycling, conserving
by April Horton

9

TV19 announces fall anchors
by Melanie Johnson

Bison staff writer

Bison st<If wrirer

"Conserve natural resources." "Use recycled products." "Keep America clean."
These expressions are becoming more and
more publicized as the concern for
replenishing the Earth increases more each
day. The interest in this cause has grown nationwide, affecting Harding University as
well.
During the last school year, the PRIDE
program was established with Dr. Jimmy
Carr, assistant to the president, as the chairman of the committee. The program
stresses the importance and advantages of
taking pride in ourselves, our residence
halls, our campus and our environment.
"The program serves as a catalyst to get
others, including faculty, staff and students,
involved in caring more for our environment," Dr. Carr said.
Among the faculty on the committee are
Dr. Dan Tullos in the Communications
Department, Richard Smith in nursing and
Dr. Bill Ryan, engineer of the physical plant.
According to Dr. Carr, students can help
to keep an attractive campus by keeping
trash off the grounds, helping in
maintenance of the residence halls, conserving water and energy and using the provided
recycling bins around campus. "If
something isn't done now, our world will be
engulfed in trash," Dr. Carr said.
This program will get underway again
with the help of the Student Association and
the R.E.N.E.W. Society, a standard group
which has a special interest in conservation
and recycling.
The PRIDE logo will soon be displayed in
the dorm lobbies to motivate interest from
the students. "Getting students to volunteer
will be a great help,".said Dr. Carr. "This
program could really benefit from the
students' support."

Fall anchors have been chosen for Harding University's TV19 News Broadcast.
News will be anchored by Darren Irby and
Judi Nogueira, sports by Nicole Beam and
weather by StepbanieJohnson. Created this

semester, a "special assignment" position
will be held by Jill Cooper.
Anchor hopefuls auditioned last week for
the various jobs. The students who were
called back auditioned again and the new anchors were chosen. "I was reaD surprlsed,"
commented Beam., who ~last year as
Sports Remote Director. Johnson, from Ho
Springs, Ark., added, "It kind of took me by
surprise."
Dr. Lou Butterfield, who is in charge of
news this semester, was not surprised. When
asked about the cbosen students, be
answered, "1 am really excited about the anchors for this semester; they are all very
qualified.' '
Irby, who served as a weatherman last
semester, and Nogueira both were "very excited" about being chosen. Irby added that
he is very optimistic about the coming
semester and the group as a whole,
"We are really good friends and we will be
able to work well together."
The new "special assignment" position is
one that TV19 news directors bad wanted to
add previously. Concerning the challenge of
being the first special ~ent reporter
~ Cooper remarked, • It is exciting to
take over something new and do different
things witb it Most of the stories wiD be ofIcampus, dealing with White County and
Searcy, so we are hoping to draw in more
Searcy viewers."
TVl9 News will go OIl the air Mooday, Sept.
30, at 6:35 p.m. Noguiera, a New Jersey
natiw, will be co-anchoring the news along

SAY CHEESE. The 1991 TV19 News team poses for its first publicity shot. From left: Nicole
Beam, sports; Judi Noguera, news; Darren Irby, news; Stephanie Tohnson, weather.
Photo by David Hickman

with Irby. She is "really excited" about the
coming semester with news being aired five
nights a week until 7 p.m.
Dr. Steven Frye, programming director
for TVl9, is also excited about the lineup for
the fall. In addition to news, TV19 will host
the game show, "Take Out;" children's
shows; sports remotes which cover football
and volleyball games of Harding University, Searcy High School and Harding
Academy; and some 3O-minute shows about
travel, music and sports.

TV19 can be seen most nights lrom 6:35
until10.1b find out what will beairlngeach
evening, viewers can tune into channel 19
during the day, to view a bulletin board
which announces the evening schedule.
According to Dr. Frye, there is "a lot o[
talent coming up this fall, and 1 am looking
forward to us learning and growing
together." When asked whalbe would like to
say about the coming semester, he
answered, "I just want to encourage
everyone to watch."

RENEW Society aiming
towards global awareness
by Jennifer Willis
Bison staff writer

Harding Gold Program
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The R.E.N.E.W. Society is striving to increase awareness of the environment,
globally and locally. This student organization's name stands for Realize the Environmental Necessity of Earth Now.
The group has been at Harding for two
years and works in conjunction with another
group called Pride, also an environmental
awareness group. Officers of the R.E.N.E.W.
Society are Jason Arnold from O'Fallon,
Mo., president; Sophonia Roe from Harrison, Ark., vice-president; and Laura
Adams from Des Moines, Iowa,
secretary-treasurer.
These students want to help people
understand environmental issues. These
students want to be, "viewed as an educational society," explained Dr. Deborah
Mueller, sponsor.
The society will be planning some things
around campus this year such as newspaper
recyc1iDg. AnotheI" activity, planned for Oct.
5, will be cleaning the cross country trail.
The R.E.N.EW. Society will meet Oct. 3 at
9 p.m. in Science 101. Meetings are designed
to increase awareness about damage being
done to the environment. Students are encouraged to attend meetings, to assist in the
group's activities and to actively participate
in saving the Earth.

268-4684

106 N. Spring

Back the Bisons!
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Shipp visits campus,
provides information
on mission training

New minister of College Church
plans to expand Cope's program

by Carmel ita Bandy

by Malinda Moses

Bison staff writer

Stanley Shipp, director of the St. Louis
Spiritual Internship, and Bob Grigg, his
assistant, were on the Harding campus last
weel~ to inform students about the short and
long term mission work available in the
United States and abroad.
The St. Louis Spiritual Internship was
started 14 years ago by Shipp. The goal of
the program is to train young singles as well
as young married couples to use their
abilities and talents to spread the word of
God.
The program is divided into three
categories: a summer internship, a one-year
internship, and a two-year internship, which
is done after graduation from college.
The summer internship consists of 10
weeks of training in St. Louis. This is aimed
toward vacational ministry and missions
majors. The training program consists
of morning Bible studies, meeting people
in the community in the afternoons, making contacts in prisons, visiting various
area hospitals and going into the inner
city and i.l!viting area youths to "Tuesday Night Recreation." "This type of training helps the interns to see a diversified
group of people. The experience will later
help them bring others to Christ," Shipp
said. The cost for the summer internship is
approximately $2,300, which covers food,
lodging and travel expenses.
The one-year internShip is aimed toward
those interested in long term mission work
in the United States or overseas. The
students live in St. Louis for one whole year
before going to their designated areas. The
one year program's goal is to train the interns to start churches in places they choose
to go. In September of 1992, six couples, all
graduates of Harding, will go to St. Louis to
be trained in starting churches in different
parts of Mrica.
The cost of the one-year mternship is approximately $1,000 per month which covers
food and lodging, but not travel expenses.
The two-year internship is for those interested in being ministers in the mission
field or in their local congregation. The interns are trained for two years before going
to full-time ministry. Those interested are
encouraged to fInish college before entering
the program.
The St. Louis Spiritual Internship receives
no aid from churches. All funds are raised
by the individuals involved. The program
consists of three staff members, who are
Shipp, director, Bob Grigg, assistant director, and Jeff Kryder, program counselor.
program counselor.
Students interested in entering the internship program must meet three requirements. Aside from total commitment,
a letter stating the reasons why one wants
to be an intern, a resume of one's college activities and references from one's instructors and peers must be sent to Shipp as soon
as possible.
Once accepted into the program, the interns must attend the "Intern Interview
Weekend" on Nov. 1-3, 1991, in St. Louis. The
weekend is mainly for orientation purposes,
but it is also a weekend of encouragement
and prayer, according to Shipp.
"This program uses Christ and His
apostles as an example for the interns' training. The internship is aimed toward helping
a person develop a Biblical world view.
Jesus could have chosen any method to train
His apostles, such as appointing special
teachers, but He chose to show them instead.
That is why I chose to train the interns this
way. People learn by doing," Shipp sai~.

Bison staff writer

Bruce McLarty is the new minister at the
College Church of Christ. He enjoys watching his two daughters play softball and
basketball. Charity is nine years old and is
in the fourth grade. Jessica is seven years
old and is in the second grade.
McLarty attended Harding College from
1975 to 1978, and in this time he met Ann
Hudson. They are now married and raising
their two daughters. The McLarty family
has been living in Cookeville, Tenn., for nearly six years, but McLarty's hometown is
Memphis, Tenn. While in Cookeville, the family worked with the students from Tennessee
Tech.
The Holmes Road Church of Christ has
also been a place of worship for the family.
During their stay here, they became a part
of the Mere Kenya Team that worked in
Kenya, Mrica from 1984 to 1985. McLarty
feels that this made them very familyoriented because Jessica was one year old

PREACH ON. Bruce McLarty, the new
College Church pulpit minister, is a 1978
graduate of the university.
Photo by David Hickman

when they went on this mission trip. He expressed his desire that every student
be a part of some campaign during his years
at Harding.
A gradual involvement with some of Mike
Cope's programs is what McLarty hopes to
achieve this semeste.r; and he is already
scheduled to speak at the Peak of the Week
class several times. McLarty's goal for the
year is to strive "to connect with the
students and connect them with the living
Christ."

Letters to the Editor
are welcome
Send to Box 1192

Avoid the "Freshman 15" and
the "Sophomore Spread. "

NAUTILUS UNLIMITED
4 payment plans

0

••

0

•

•••••

• 165.00 per school year
• 27.50 per month (school year)
• 100.00 per semester
• 32.50 per month (semester)

• • ••• CLUB HOURS ••••••
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

6:30 a.m.-2 a.m.
8:30 a.m.-2 a.m.
6:30 a.m.-2 a.m.
8:30 a.m.-2 a.m.
6:30 a.m.-8 p.m.
9:00 a.m.-5 p.m.
1 :00 p.m.-5 p.m.

MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES:
Aerobics, Nautilus Equipment, Free weights, Raquetball,
Swimming pool, Cardiovascular Area

Join before October 15 to receive your discount.

268-7722
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Lady Bisons defeat OBU, CBU, Wesleyan
by Llurence Kaasa
Bison sports writer

7J \ ~

GATHER 'ROUND. The Lady Bisons volleyball team gather around Coach Karyl Bailey for instructions during their game against the UCA
Sugar Bears. The Lady Bisons defeated UCA.

When it's time to do your
laundry, why leave campus?
Visit the newly renovated

Harding Laundry
Dry Cleaning and Professional Laundry

Sport coats, Dresses, Ties,
Dress shirts, Slacks, Blouses, etc.
Regular hours: 7-5:30 M-F

70% Discount to Harding
students, faculty and staff.
COIN OPERATED LAUNDRY
Open until 11 p.m.

Located next to Stephen's Dorm

Intramurals offer a
wide athletic variety
by Archie Shelton
Bison sports writer

The fall intramural sports program is
under way and both the men's and the
women's intramural directors feel there is
a lot to be offered.
Men's intramural direc~ Mike Pruitt, has
five student assistants on his staff: Brian
Hoover, Jim Murgatroyd, Tim O'Neal, Don
Bartch and Ken Webb, a graduate assistant.
The men's current sports are softball, flag
football and horseshoes. Softball will last until the middle of October, while football will
go on for the next three weeks.
Barbara Barnes serves as women's intramural director. She is assisted by
Katrina Deys, Roxie Toms, Jennifer
McMullen, Myleea Hill and Leslie
Hammond.
Tennis and softball are being played now,
and football, volleyball, racquetball and badminton will follow as competitive events for
the fall sports curriculum.

"They kept the momentum up most of the
game. They did let down but they didn't lose
their concentration," said Ronnie Harlow,
backcourt line judge for the Tuesday, Sept.
10 Lady Bisons' volleyball game against the
University of Central Arkansas Sugar Bears.
With scores of 15-10 in the first game, 15-3
in the second game, a devastating 10-15 in
the third game and the victorious 15-5 in the
fourth, their momentum most certainly
gave them the edge.
The drive seemed to be lacking only
slightly from the Lady Bisons' determination to win. Both the Lady Bisons and the
Sugar Bears had strength in ball control in
this contest. This game lacked the
devastating blows which the Lady Bisons
had against Arkansas Tech but served as a
grand substitute.
The Friday, Sept. 6 and the Saturday, Sept.
7 tournament in Austin, Texas, proved to be
rewarding for the Lady BisoDS. They returned
home with two out of five victories,
beating the number one team in the NAIA,
Texas Wesleyan University from Fort Worth.
While most team~ who played in this tournament ranked in the top 10 of the NAIA, the
Lady Bisons faired quite well under this
vigorous pressure, making their ranking of
21st at the end of last year look to be a thing
of the past.
Friday the 13th didn't even stop the Lady
Bisons' momentum. The Friday, Sept. 13 and
Saturday, Sept. 14 tournament at Christian
Brothers University (CBU) in Memphis
"served up" more wins for the Lady Bisons.
They placed first overall in the tournament,
defeating CBU, RhodeS College, Huntington
and the University of Tennessee at Martin.
Although the Lady Bisons earned first place,
senior Wendi Scott knows the road to being
a champion is long and the team must keep
their competitive spirit driving. "We didn't
play at the performance level we did in
Austin. We played at a high performance
level in Austin and we want to reach that
level again," she said.

Softball top ten
1. Theta Tau

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Sub-T
Titans
Kappa Tau
Kappa Sigs
Knights
TNT
TNT "B"
9. Seminoles
10. Chi Sigs

TAKE THAT! Tommy Todd spikes the ball
past a blocking defender. Photo by Drew Rouhan.1
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I DON'T THINK So. Tommy Shoemaker (43), stops a Northeastern Oklahoma player from

reaching a first down during their game Saturday night. The Bisons were defeated 20-13.

Despite strong second half
Bisons fall seven short
by Sarah Wilson
Bison sports writer

•'We want to go over there and play to the
best of our abilities an9 not maJreany mental mist.akes," said senior running back Darrell BiggeI'$ of Augusta, Ark.. before the
Bisons headed for Tablequab •. Okla .. on
Saturday,
Although Harding was defeat,ed ~o-13 by
lhe naUon's nUiDber three NAIA team, the
Bisons came very close to ftillilllng lheir expectations. "I think we played our best in the
second hall We just made too rn8JlY
mistakes, and that was the difference in the
ball game," Biggers commented after the
loss.
Sophomore Chris Wilson from Jasper,
'Thxas, agreed, "We had too manyturnovetS,
mental mistakes." Wilson sald be thought

the Bisons' mistakes won the game lor
Northeastern.
Harding ftiiled to score until the third
quarter when Brent Goodwin of Palatine,
m., kicked a 37-yard field goal with 7: 02leIt
in the period. Less than two minutes later,
junior RicbardHolmes of Dallas, scored on
a lB-yard run. Goodwin added the PAT.
The Bisons only managed to score once
during the final period of play. With 9:23 left
in the game, Goodwin kicked 8 36-yard field
goal, bringing Harding's score to 13 points.
Early in the game, Northeastern's Joe
Volentine threw a 55-yard touchdown pass to
Tyrone Waker. The- Redmen repealed that,
performance in the fourth quarter.
With 2:10 left to play, the score was tied
13-13. Volentine found Walker again with a
gutsy pass, good for six points. Winchester
added the PAT, bringing the final score to
20-13 in the Redmen's favor.
"If we had been more intent at the beginning and had the confidence to win, the
ballgame would have progressed differently," said Holmes.
Biggers and Holmes led the Bisons in
rushing with 53 and 51 yards, respectively.
Quarterback Tad Niblett WaS 13 of 25 for 148
yards in the passing department.
The Bisons will be on the road again
tomorrow for their matchup with Iowa
Wesleyan. The players are hoping for the
best though they are not fa miJiarwith their
opponent. Their goals are to operate better
as a team and cut down on mental mistakes.

Ale roundup

•••

by Sarah Wilson
Bison sports writer

SAY THAT AGAIN. Tommy Shoemaker
(43), discusses a play with Coach Ronnie
Huckeba during their game against
Northeastern Oklahoma. The Bisons are
now 1-2 for the season.

In other Ale action last week, the University of Central Arkansas rolled over Delta
state 30-15 in Conway. Ouachita Baptist
trounced Southwest 0k1.ab0uul21-10. Arkansas Tech. fell to Fort Bays State 12-9, while
Southeast Oklahoma dOWJled Southern
Arkansas Unviersity 17-0. The only tie in the
division came with Henderson State and
East Central Oklahoma ending 17-17.

SUnday AflemOOlll 1:30-3:30
SIx Weeki BegJnnl~ 0ctIber 13
BRITISH MYSTERY OOVEL
$39
Monday Nghls 7~:OO
SIx Weeki aeQlnnIng October 7
SMAll BUSINESS AND PERSONAl. COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
$69
MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES
$69
PRIMITIVE POTIERY
$59
STRESS MANAGEMENT ... Weeks
$39
TAMING THE HULC' & OTHER TECHNOLOGICAL
BEASTS • 4 Weeks
$29
, tJarcilYjl lJrWefsity tooric UIBy Catalog
CULINARY HEARTS KITCHEN
$39
FABRIC PAINTING· .. Weeks
$39
Tuesday Nights 7:(1).9:00
SIx Weeks Beginning ~ 8
SMALL BUSINESS AND PERSONAl COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
$69
SEARCY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE QUAlrTY
FIRST
$69
MANAG ING TELECOMMUNICATIONS
. A Non-tedrical Overview
$69
FLOWER ARRANGING AND t-OME DECORATING
USING SILKS AND DRIED flOWERS
$49
WOMEN'S HANDGUN SAFElY • 4 Weeks
$39
PORTRAIT SKETCHING
$39
MAKING COON SHUCK DOlLS - 2 Weeks,
6:30-900 p.m.
$39'
'Includes cost 01 ~ tlr Iwo doIs
PHOTOGRAPHY
$39
Thursday NIghts 7:00-9:00
SIx Weeki BegJnnl~ October 10
FOUt.OATK:lNS OF OUALrTY - 7 Weeks
$79
MICROCOMPUTER MAINTENANCE AND
UPGRADES
$69
BEGINNING 'M:lOOCARVING - 631-8:30
$50
DISCOVERING YOUR ROOTS
$39
SPORTS NUTRITION SEMINAR - .. 'Mleks,
7:00-8:30
$29

SlIII'day IRI SpecIal Classes
FOODSERVICE SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT
SYMPOSIUM: PRODUCTIVITY
$69
SWday, November 2, 9:00 am.- 3:00 pm.
(kn:h on 'PI own)
SMAll. BUSINESS WORKSt-OP
FREE
llusday, NoYember 7, 831 am. - 3:30pm.
IRS REPORTING FOR THE SMALL BUSINESS $15'
"niJdes kn:h Tuesday, 11:00 am. 1:00 p.m (2 Iws), Octlber 22

t-OW TO PREPARE A LOAN POOPOSAl
$15'
"ncWes kn:h Tuesday, 11:00 am. - 1:00 pm.
(2 Iws), Octlber 29
QUALITY CUSTOMER RELATIONS
$69
llusday, Octlber 3, 9:00 am. - 3:00 pm.
(51ws)
LEADERSHIPrrEAM BUILDING/COMMUNICATIQNPERSONAl POOFILE SYSTEM (PPS)
$69
llusday, Octlber 31, 9:00 am. - 3:00 pm.
(5hours)
QUAlITY HABITS FOR PERSONAL. AND
ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
$69
llusday, Nowmber 21, 9:00 am. - 3:00 pm.
(5 tnrs)
BULDING PERSONAL & ORGANIZATONAL
SELf.fSTEEM
$69
llusday, December 12, 9:00 am. - 3:00 pm.
(5 1'oLrs)
PREPARING FOR THE N;T
$39
SalUrdays, October 12 and 19,9-12 am.
BEGINNING/INTERMEDIATE SWIMMING FOR
ADULT FEMALES $48
Tuesdays ard llusdays, 700 - 8:00 pm.
(12 sessions) begils Clalber 8
OPEN WATER SCUBA DIVING COURSE
$165
0rierQM0n - Tuesday, September 17,
6 - 9 p.m.; Salurdays,
Sepimber 28 and Clalber 5, 8 - 5 pm.
Open walar IIws Clalber 12 & 13, !-kit Springs.
ADVANCED OPEN WATER SCll3A DIVING COURSE
$100
QrienIaOOn, - Tuesday, 0ct00er 22, 6 - 7"JJJ
pm.; Salllday,October 24, 6 - 9 pm.
Open waIer Iiws Octlber 26 & 27, Hot Spi1gs
AMERICAN REO CROSS msr AD & CPR
$26
Class I - TLeSday, Clalber 8 & 1luscBy,
Octlber 10, 6 - 10 pm.
Class U - Tuesday, Decembar 3 & Thnday,
Decamber 5, 6 - 10 pm.
STUDY SKILLS AND TEST - TAKtm TECHNKlJES
FOR STUDENTS
$18
SalUrday, 800 am. - 12 noon, November 2
$5
TARJETERIA
llusday, 7 - 9 pm~ (1 MIIIk), Clalber 10 or
Tuesday, 7 - 9 pm~ (1 week). Clalber 22
CHILDREN'S FABRIC PAINTING CLASS
(age 7 and ~) ,
$14
SalUrday, 931 am. - 12
Clalber 26
SEARCY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE QUALITY

noon.

~~

~

HI

ekJil Mlek ause, oIIanId I1i ~ent

AI par1IcIpanIS age 60 or older wli l8C81ve I 15 percent dIscounI on Rlglslrallon fees.
Call Qat 11279-449110 reg'. or lor more 1l1form11kr.

Harding University
American Studies Institute Conference Center

